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ABSTRACT
This paper contends that many of the difficulties students
of Chinese have in reading comprehension are directly related to their level
of understanding of Chinese language and culture, and that these difficulties
could be alleviated by providing students with knowledge about the value
system, social customs, formation of Chinese characters and words, and
Chinese discourse patterns. Based on an analysis of Chinese lexicon, sentence
structure, and discourse, strategies to help students develop reading
comprehension are suggested. Examples are offered from textbooks widely used
in college and university Chinese language instruction in the United States.
(Contains 14 references.) (MSE)
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IMPROVING READING STRATEGIES THROUGH AN
UNDERSTANDING OF CULTURE AND LANGUAGE *

A problem that students of Chinese frequently have is that they
recognize characters in a sentence yet cannot comprehend the meaning of the
sentence. This problem becomes worse if the sentence is long and complex. In
addition, We often hear that students complain about "too many new words in
the reading" even though "new words" are often compounds of known
characters. Both problems concern with the strategies that students use in their
reading comprehension.
Reading is a process not only requires coordination of perception,
memory, and comprehension, but also target culture and background
knowledge. When a foreign language reader knows the way the language is
formed and the culture background, his/ her reading comprehension ability will
be enhanced. Gatbonton and Tuck (1971) investigated the effect of cultural
knowledge on the performance of reading comprehension of foreign language
students. They found that providing students with cultural concepts, which
were implicit in the reading but which students did not possess, significantly
altered their performances on tests of reading comprehension. Their study
indicates that presenting cultural information before reading substantially
improves reading comprehension of the students. Thus, one of the major
instructional goals in reading comprehension is to explain the target cultural
concepts that are different from students' first language, and to help them get
into their cultural reading readiness (Robinett, 1980).
A language directly and indirectly reflects the history, value ,
psychological reasoning, moral standard, and the way of living of the target
culture and people. Understanding cultural differences in the language and the
rhetoric of the language supplies an important key to reading comprehension.
Furthermore, the process of reading is also a "problem solving behavior"
(Phillips, 1975). Readers employ reading comprehension strategies to infer the
meaning of unknown words and synthesize meaning through the context.
Recent research indicates that reading strategies explicitly introduced to
students are effective in helping them solving their comprehension problems
and improving their ability in reading (Kern, 1989). Explicit instructions on the
culture knowledge and background help students with their reading
comprehension and strategies.

In this paper, I will show that many difficulties that students of Chinese
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have in their reading comprehension are directly related to the understanding
of Chinese language and culture. These difficulties could be helped by
providing students with the knowledge on the value system, social custom, the
formation of characters and words, and on Chinese discourse patterns. Based on
the analysis on Chinese lexicon, sentence, and discourse, I will discuss the
strategies that will help students develop their reading comprehension. The
examples used in this paper are all from the text books widely used in
universities and colleges in the USA, Practical Chinese Reader I (PCR I) by Beijing
Language Institute, and Intermediate Reader of Modern Chinese (TRMC) by Chou
and Chao.

LEXICON ANALYSIS

To understand Chinese proverbs and idiomatic sayings is one of
the efficient ways to understand the culture; which in turn, enhances reading
comprehension. PCR I presents a number of proverbs which highlights some
components of Chinese culture. For example, perseverance is greatly valued
and encouraged as indicated in the proverbs in Lessons 21 and 25 respectively:

R5Vii3r< M#FEad-f- ° EMTA
To plan early and take an action is important:
o

(Lesson 23).

Chinese appreciate long time friendship:
and collective efforts:

(Lesson 22)
(Lesson 16).

Be precise and exact is encouraged: gzcri

z.f.%. (Lesson 27)

One should always expect the consequence of one's action / decision:

ga,114a

-A-/

-A-

(Lesson 28)

Terms among family and relative members also indicate the
cultural difference. In English, the terms of grandparents, uncle, aunts, and
cousins would generally include all the relatives. The concept of family and
relationships among relatives are important which are revealed in the various
names of the relatives in Chinese. The terms vary depending on the maternal or
faternal side. Furthermore, there is a clear distinction of names among
generations in a family. A child can never be named after their parents or
relatives because they hold the status of being a child, a lower generation.
Younger people should address the older by family or relative terms, not, of
course, by their names. This important cultural is presented in Lesson 14, PCR.

Due to the social and cultural differences, many words do not have
the equivalent meanings between Chinese and English. Students need to learn
the culture knowledge to understand the meaning of the word. For example, the
Chinese word, %Ik.-}-T intellectual (Lessons 19 and 20, IRMC), refers to a
large group of people who have the college degree. This Chinese reference is
very different from the reference of intellectual in English. In English, the word
intellectual refers to professors and people in academia. It is the Chinese
tradition that intellectuals lilra5-)--T has the social responsibility of playing a
leading and political role in society. Thus, the concepts of J.,;(3aZiff and .ft.it
4 i.e. the social and political responsibilities are associated with Chinese
intellectuals -11F10-)--T. not American intelleduals. The scales of the references
reflect the breath of the education of the two countries.
Another example is the Chinese word TM garden, (Lesson 22, PCR). 7ft
WE in Chinese usually refers to professionally designed flower gardens. Its
English translation "garden" refers to a plot of land used for growing flowers or
fruit. Almost every American home has a garden whereas Chinese homes rarely
has a Tit ET.

Self-respect is frequently expressed through modesty by Chinese. A
typical example is the response to a compliment. To Americans, it may seem
that Chinese people do not accept compliment and response a compliment in a
negative way. Lesson 25 (PCR) provides such an example.

1. M:Pt0F1(04A.
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To be modest and humble oneself to a complement is a part of Chinese culture,
and the way to show seff-respect. In comparison to the western culture,
Americans show the acceptance and appreciation of a complement first.
Different culture shows the different way of appreciation from different
perspectives.

In addition to the understanding of cross culture differences,
knowledge on the formation of characters and compounds is important for
students to infer and guess the meaning in their reading. Ke (1998) investigates
the effects of strategies on the learning of Chinese characters. The data of his
study indicate that students value the using of their knowledge of graphic
structure and character components for their character learning. The findings of
his study suggest that learning character components (radical and phonetic

components) and practicing characters in the context of vocabulary items (such
as compounds) are more effective than learning stroke order and practicing
characters individually.
Semantic-phonetic principle is one of the major principles of the formation
of Chinese characters (De Francis, 1984). The radical provides a semantic clue to
the meaning and phonetic part indicates the pronunciation of the character.
Furthermore, the phonetic clue may also suggest the meaning as those of the
radicals. For example, the three drop water radical stands for water. Together
with a phonetic component, the water radical forms characters and shows that
the characters are related to water. All the characters below are from PCR I.
ffi

VY

it* M ffl

Compounds are another example. The polysyllabic units that have
certain properties of single words and can be analyzed into two or more
meaningful elements. (Li and Thompson 1981). More than fifty-six percent of all
Chinese monosyllable characters can be bound to form compounds (De Francis,
1984). The formation of the majority of Chinese compounds is semantically
based. The meaning of many compounds can be inferred. The meaning of a
compound may be closely related to the meanings of its components, or the
connection between the components are figurative and inferential. For example,
the meaning of each compound below is identical or directly related to the
meaning of its components:

Mg recognize-know = know
fOW lean-depend on = depend on
The meaning of each compound below is figurative or inferential to the
meanings of its components:
RO Wj open-close = switch

hot-heart = warm-hearted
sky-air = weather
-XW electric-shadow = movie
Affixes provide the semantic clues to the meaning of the word. For
example the prefixes of Lao-/Xiao- (old-/young-) + surname stand for a
person's surname and also indicate the age of the person. 0/ *4(good-/ difficult-) + verb form an adjective to indicate the quality of an item or
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degree of an action (All form PCR I):

ffit ffU
Mfg Ma- RN Mg
AT8

4c.T11

Pa

Similarly, a suffix also consistently provides the meaning to the compound. For
example, -lia stands for a specialist, and -yuan stands for a service person:

ff* (writer) 4(scientist) IL41.* (chemist) Itft..* (physicist)
)1KMA (service person) 'MVP,' (shop assistant)

Strategies.

Strategies to recognize the meaning of unknown characters and
compounds are based on the information of the structures of characters and
compounds. The techniques to help students develop their strategies are varied.
The study of McGinnis (1995) on the method of beginning students learning
Chinese characters suggests that one favored method by students is to make the
connections among the components of the character and create a story that is
meaningful to the learner. This approach is consistent with the one proposed by
Ke (1989), that is, decomposing characters and making associations among the
components. The strategy of decomposition can also apply to learning
compounds. Learning the character in the context of compounds helps students
not only acquire the individual character but also the usage of the character in a
meaningful and larger unit.

Teachers can provide students with the opportunity to decompose
characters and compounds by analyzing their components. Teachers may
encourage students to guess the meaning and sound of the character. Affixes
and orthographic cues should be systematically summarized. For example, the
all present
7ft necharacters with grass radical learned in PCR I
the meaning of botany. Such an activity provides students with the opportunity
to conceptualize the meaning of prototype of the radical and develop their
ability to infer the meaning of words.
Not every radical gives an obvious cue. Students must use the hint given
in the context to reach a specific idea on the meaning of the word or morpheme.
DeFrancis (1984) points out strategies that most commonly used 'The hint
provided by the radical reminds one of the guessing game that asks 'Is it animal,
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vegetable, or mineral?" After receiving an answer, the questioner goes on to ask
additional questions, each narrowing the range of possibilities until the solution
to the puzzle is reached." (P. 117). Thus, to recognize the meaning of a character
based on the strategies of decomposition and semantic-phonetic principle is a
problem-solving process in which the learner uses his/ her understanding of the
language and culture to form hypotheses and test them in the sentence.

SENTENCE AND DISCOURSE ANALYSIS

English is a syntactically-based language, and the subject
predicate is its basic structure. In comparison, Chinese language is topicprominent. It does not emphasize as much syntactic form as English does, but
its function and meaning. If the meaning is clear, it does not matter if the
sentence has a subject. Furthermore, the subject may often be deleted if it is
mutually understood in a context, or can be easily switched into an object in the
same sentence. The structure of Chinese sentence is flexible. Sentences 2-4 (from
Lesson 23 PCR I) are such examples.
2.

Alftagilig ? Is (this) student Dorm?

3. h-AtgfiNJ ? Is (there) any news?
4. EIARr/&ffi

? When do (we) leave tomorrow?

Tsao (1979 ) states that Chinese language is discourse-oriented and
the topic in a discourse plays an important role. If the topic in the discourse is
consistent, it is usually deleted. Topic-controlled deletion is a key element in a
discourse. Therefore, when reading Chinese, it is important to read the whole
paragraph rather than a sentence or a clause. Topic-controlled deletion
frequently occurs in both written and spoken forms (sentence 5, Lesson 16,
IRMC):

5. TL-TtJZ--Mrah,13.11MA. VA-1-Mgy; 4MYAt TOM1-0Ait
[Confucius was also a well-learned scholar, (He) was very familiar with
Chinese classics, (He) may have done some organization work of Chinese
classics.]

RE1Aftr<4511E,P4 fftA714:114#&
SEE_EnA)cntA Mf@VjEt13,,AAAKYOIMVS#MIRMIY3 :

6. E13.01
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.k1147tPi tAW*EPIALK.ErSiMff

[Because Hu Shi persistently advocated democracy and freedom, also because
he lived in the U.S.A. for a long time, he become ideologically a most dangerous
enemy of the Chinese Communist Party in the '50s. (The Communist Party)
said that his thoughts served capitalism and bourgeoisie. Meantime (the
Cominunist Party) criticized Hu Shi, (the Communist Party) thought that he
was a lackey of imperialism and a traitor who sold the Chinese people.]
In Sentence 5, the topic "Kongzi" in the second and third clauses is
omitted because it is identical to the topic in the first clause. Sentence 6 is
composed of a subordinate clause and six compound clauses. The topic
"Communist Party" in the last four clauses is never signalled. It is only from the
context that we know the subject of Sentence 6 are changed from "Hut Shi" to
"Communist Party", and "Hu Shi" is switched from the subject position into the
object position in the discourse.

Because Chinese is a discourse-oriented language, a sentence may
frequently compose of a few compound clauses and phrases (Sentences 5 and 6).
Modifiers could be lengthy and complex. Furthermore, different from English
where a modifier usually follows an element to be modified, the position of the
modifier in Chinese is in front of the element to be modified. For example, in
Sentence 9c, the modifying phrases (the biggest, of Chinese Communist Party,
in ideological aspect) precede the noun "enemy" and are connected with the
modified noun by the subordinating particle de.
The structure of Chinese sentence reveals the characteristic of the
language: The meaning and the function are important. The meaning is the
focus, and the form is secondary. In the context where the subjects and objects of
the sentence are mutually understood by the speaker and hearer, they can be
deleted. The word order is flexible for the purpose of function. Topicalization
and object fronting are such examples. The deletion of subjects and objects,
implicit subjects, and the switch form the subject to the object position in a
discourse suggest a high level of difficulty to English-speaking students of
Chinese. Wu (1991) reported that the sentences that Chinese speakers feel
mostly idiomatic are the most difficult ones for students of Chinese as a foreign
language.
Strategies.

Strategies to help students comprehend complex sentences in a
discourse are based on the analysis of the characteristics of the culture and the
language. Long modifiers and clauses are the major causes that make Chinese
sentences complex and running. The first strategy is to simplify the sentence by
shortening it. Based on the length and the complexity of the sentence, the
process is divided into a few steps. The first step is to shorten the sentence by
looking for the most basic propositions of the sentence. Once students grasp the
basic meaning of the sentence, they can extend the sentence piece by piece and
step by step until eventually comprehend the whole sentence. For example,
Sentence 7 can be simplified into Sentence 7a which is short and easy to
comprehend: 'The Grand Canal is a great achievement". After students grasp
the basic meaning of the sentence, they can extend the Sentence 7a into Sentence
7b as 'The Grand Canal is a great achievement of the ancient Chinese people".
Based on the comprehension of Sentence 7b, students can further extend their
comprehension of the complete sentence as 7c "Man-made Grand Canal is a
great achievement of the ancient Chinese people in their projects of
transportation and irrigation". The whole process is to build up the meaning by
starting from the simple and gradually reaching the complete meaning of the
sentence.

7. Aimmntwit iltftElzIglAfU±Ztlfrl*t**ifi±n{rIthItt

7b. kIkz
7a. tORAti-til=1 6.4 ARnfathrA °

7c. AIMIntiERA-Nit4:1141AkUt*tifl_LniVcAlt °
[Man-made Grand Canal is a great achievement of the ancient Chinese people in
their projects of transportation and irrigation.]

Another strategy is to look for the structural words. Connectives
and structural words present the logical relationship and clues to the meaning
0 0 o (not only...but also...)
of a whole sentence. For example, 2f-04 0
Presents the meaning of "both...and..." relationship of the sentence. TNIA
ttiki 0
0 ... (either...or...) indicates a choice. Connectives, parallels, and
punctuations provide the logical and coherent relationship of a sentence such as
comparison, cause and effect and sequence. Students can effectively grasp the
meaning with the help of these clues. For example, with the help of the
connective "T{ o o
students think that it is easier to
understand Sentence 7d than Sentence 7.

7d. AIRMOVC3ERAA-ftriligiARTig5('.3.1±.

hla .

'

.1_,L71()-]ifl_holgivK

[Man-made Grand Canal is a great achievement of the ancient Chinese people
not only in the aspect of transportation but also in the aspect of irrigation.]

The third strategy is to look for contextual clues in a paragraph.
Since Chinese language is discourse oriented and the subject or object can be
frequently deleted, it is important to study the context, i.e. the clauses precede
and follow the targeted sentence. The context embraces the meanings of the
omitted elements. It provides the information of the missing subject, object, or
the topic. Take Sentence 6 for example. Only from Sentence 6c that we know
the subject of Sentence 6d is no longer Hu Shi but the Communist Party of
China. Furthermore, Sentence 6d does not have a subject, it is from the context
that we know its subject is the modifier of Sentence 6c.
Multiple choice is an effective way to help students develop their
comprehension of complex sentences. The simplified sentences in multiple
choices present the main idea of the original long sentence. By shortening the
long sentence, students learn how to use key words to grasp the essential
meanings of the sentence. Students also learn how to paraphrase a complex
sentence into simple sentence and, at the same time, do not lose the main idea of
the sentence.

Questions and answers is another way of motivating students to
use the strategies to look for the key words and phrases, and to infer contextual
meanings. Questions from the teacher should direct students attention to the
major ideas and cohesive relationships of sentences in a discourse.

RHETORIC ANALYSIS

Kaplan (1980) discusses the teaching of reading and composition in
the approach of cultural thought patterns. He argues that cultural differences
are revealed in the rhetoric of the language, and logic per se is a cultural
phenomenon. It is more difficult to read a foreign language because a rhetoric
and a sequence of thought the writer employs may violate the expectations of
the reader of foreign language. Thus, the understanding of differences in
cultural thought patterns and in ways of expressions supply the key to the

reading construction. Kaplan states that the thought patterns that English
speakers expect in their communication is a sequence that is dominantly linear
in its development. For example, an English expository paragraph usually
begins with a topic statement, and develops that statement by a series of
specific illustrations.
In comparison with English writing, the first Chinese sentence in a
discourse is not necessarily a topic statement. Statements are sometimes
developed in terms of what they are not, rather than in terms of what they are.
For example:

8. *EtiT

3Rit

V4tV TIA*mcm TARMIRR
R3iVcA/MM
A40 11-11REMItrIREMMNOTIf-

[Revolution is not inviting people to dinner, nor writing articles, nor drawing
or embroidering. (It) should not be that elegant, slow, graceful and polite.
Revolution is rebellion. (It) is a violent action of one class overthrowing the
other class. ]
The word order of Chinese sentences follows the logic of a time
sequence: an agent in certain time, at the certain place for certain purpose to do
certain things. This sequence is presented by sentence 9, (IRMC, Lesson 4). The
description is in the sequence from general to specific. A paragraph or a
statement may start with general segments and go to specific elements. For
example, the sequence of time expression is year, month, day, the time of a day
and a specific hour. The sequence of a mailing address is the country, province,
city, street, house, and the name of receiver. The expressions of organizational
relationships and titles are all in such a sequence: the modifier precedes the
element to be modified. This sequence contrasts with the sequence of English
expressions.

9. liscii"PYREMM#gt-FT

f=`-A

(I made appointment with him through the phone yesterday. I will come and
have an interview with him at three o'clock today).
Strategies.

Chinese writing style reveals the nature of Chinese rhetoric and

discourse. "Rhetoric is a mode of thinking" (0liver,1965) and culturally specific.
The instruction to help students develop their reading comprehension should
first help students be aware of the general differences in writing styles between
Chinese and English. Students should be provided with the opportunity to
examine the organization of the text. For example, With an instructional
guidance, students are encouraged to read the text for a stylistic analysis and
for recognizing text structure. Such an awareness helps students with their
expectations in their reading.

Pre-reading strategies. Before reading, the teacher should points
out the sequence or expressions that are different from the native language of
the students. The teacher may create a situation or context relevant to the
content of the reading to prepare students into their reading mode. The purpose
of the preparation is to motivate students and help them establish pre-reading
expectations.

While reading students should be provided with an opportunity to
be actively engage in comprehending the meaning in text. The process of
reading is a process of forming hypotheses and confirming predictions. The
exercises provided to students should lead them into recognizing the main
points and supporting details. The exercises should also help students relate
information which comes next in the text to the previous information in the text.
Students should think about what they are reading and what to expect next in
the text. Exercises such as answering questions, looking for signalling cues,
mapping, and hierarchical outlining the main ideas direct the attention of
students on important cues and main ideas.
One problem that students have is that they tend to be more
linguistically bound to the text. They tend to focus on vocabularies and surface
structures and fail to grasp the main ideas of the macro-structure. Their
cognitive resources will be more available in interpretation of the meaning if
their major attention could be released from surface level processes such as
word recognition. It is important to train students to grasp the main ideas of the
text. Questioning technique is an effective method. Students are given a
question which requires them to look for the key sentence which may or may
not be at the beginning of the paragraph. The questions also direct the attention
of students to the macro-structure and the major meaning of the text rather than
to the definitions of the unknown words. Students are required to infer the
meaning of the unknown words from context and skip the unknown words
which do not blockade the comprehension of the main ideas.
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De Francis posits that learning to read Chinese is about five times as
hard as learning to read French. The difficulties are from not only the
tremendous memorization of Chinese characters but also the unique
characteristics of Chinese written language and culture. All our students possess
reading comprehension strategies in their first language. They employ the
strategies subconsciously when reading English. Our goal of instruction is to
bring these already possessed strategies into conscious awareness so that
students will use them in their reading in Chinese.

Another instructional goal is language specific and culturally based. Since
the writing is greatly influenced and shaped by cultural patterns, it is important
to help students be aware of the elements in Chinese culture that are different or
reverse from their own. For example, students should read Chinese at the
discourse levels, not at the sentence level due to the special characteristic of the
Chinese language. Students must identify a text's macro-structure, search for
cohesive elements, signalling cues, and a global idea at the discourse level. In
this way, their knowledge of the culture formation of Chinese words, sentence
structures, and discourse patterns would enhance their reading comprehension.

* This paper was presented at the 32nd Annual Meeting of American Council of
Teaching Foreign Languages, Chicago, 1998.
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